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B412_E6_c83_646546.htm In this part, you will have 15 minutes to

go over the passage quickly and answer the questions on Answer

Sheet 1. For questions 1--7, choose the best answer from the four

choices marked A), B), C) and D ). For questions 8--10 , complete

the sentences with the information given in the passage. Reading

Comprehension (Skimming and Scanning) (15 minutes) Directions:

In this part, you will have 15 minutes to go over the passage quickly

and answer the questions on Answer Sheet 1. For questions 1--7,

choose the best answer from the four choices marked A), B), C) and

D ). For questions 8--10 , complete the sentences with the

information given in the passage. 注意：此部分试题请在答题卡1

上作答。 1. When was the first AIDS patient diagnosed in China?

A) In 1985. B) In 1986. C) In 1987. D) In 1990. 2, How many

provincial plans are there in the medium - term plan on the

prevention and control of AIDS? A) 15. B) 13. C) 18. D) 19. 3.

Which department set aside special funds for AIDS prevention and

control? A) The State Commission. B) The Ministry of Health. C)

The State treasury. D) The State Council.来源：www.100test.com 4.

Whats the most effective vaccine at present? A) Medicine vaccine. B)

Extensive publicity and education concerning the prevention and

control. C) HIV vaccine. D) AIDS vaccine. 5. Whats the

requirement of the Publicity and Education in the Prevention and

Control of AIDS and STDs? A) All quarters should intensify the



publicity and education of regulations and laws. B) All departments

should keep close watch on the management over blood products

and medical institutions, blood donations. C) Education should

cooperate with the criminal Law to fight against the drug abuse and

prostitution and establish a healthy and positive concept of sex. D)

All of the above. 6. Who lives with high risk lifestyles among the

below? A) College students. B) Prostitutes. C) Long- distance truck

drivers. D) B and C. 7. Which means is much more important in the

prevention and control of AIDS? A) Legal means, moral education

and health education are all important. B) Legal means. C) Moral

education. D) Health education. 8. The investigation on peoples

knowledge about AIDS was conducted through questionaires, group

discussions, __________ and interviews. 9. Of the 221 female

attendants working in roadside establishments in Hainan, supported

themselves with prostitution, __________ had never heard of AIDS.

10. There is a stereo type for those who have contracted HIV that

they are bad elements

or___________________________________________________
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